Platform to incentivize recycling of electronics batteries wins prize from US
Department for Energy
Team Portables – a collaboration between Everledger, HP, Fairphone and Call2Recycle
– welcomes new funding to progress its recycling initiative
Seattle, 25 February 2021
Team Portables, a consortium for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) recycling incentivization, is
delighted to receive Phase II funding from the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DoE)
Lithium-Ion Battery Recycling Prize. The award-winning initiative “Closing the loop on
portable lithium-ion batteries” aims to help the DoE capture 90% of all discarded or
spent lithium-based batteries in the United States for eventual recovery of key materials
for a sustainable re-introduction into the supply chain.
The collaboration between Everledger, HP, Call2Recycle and Fairphone will use the
$357,000 cash prize to develop a prototype app called Reward to Recycle, where
consumers can learn how to earn a reward from contributing partners for recycling their
portable LIBs, as well as keep a register of their rewards. LIBs are commonly found in
smartphones, laptops, tablets or cordless power tools.
How does it work?
Digital transparency company Everledger is developing and testing the app, which
establishes a Battery Passport to track portable LIBs and support final recycling. The
Battery Passport can be accessed by IOT identifiers as part of the labeling for each LIB.
Using their smartphone, registered users will be able to find out more about recycling
and actively earn rewards for doing so.
The full end-to-end solution will involve the program sponsorship by the DoE, with
participation from HP, Fairphone and other manufacturers of LIB-powered products,
Call2Recycle and other collectors and sorters in the recycling chain, and the
incentivization of end consumers. The program will explore and introduce new and
proven incentive models to attract consumer participation and CSR initiatives from the
industry.
Consumers will be motivated to get their batteries to a qualified collection center.
Consumers can also interact with the application in other ways to learn more about
sustainability, find their closest recycling centers, and even track their batteries from
collection to recycling, as well as view their own sustainability footprint.
The ambition of the solution is to optimize the circularity of LIB raw materials, prevent
disposal of hazardous materials as well as reward consumers and support the industry
to foster corporate social responsibility (CSR) and sustainability initiatives.
While the scheme aims to digitally-enable new products, it also aims to tackle the
billions of LIBs already approaching end of life.
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Valuable resource or ticking time bomb?
Lauren Roman, Everledger’s Business Development Director for Metals & Minerals
Ecosystems, explained why LIBs in portable electronics are too often disposed of rather
than recycled: “First, many products containing LIBs are not marked, so unknowing
consumers throw them in the trash when no longer useful. Second, aside from doing the
right thing, there is no incentive for consumers to recycle and it requires effort. This new
platform can provide consumers with complete information on where to recycle these
products and get rewarded for doing so.”
Patrick Gibbs, Environmental Programs Manager (NA) for HP, commented: “HP Inc. is
committed to practices that enable positive outcomes for the planet, people and
communities where we do business. This approach allows us to take the concept into
the community and really start the behavior change that’s needed to stop the
unsustainable disposal of lithium-ion batteries.”
Eva Gouwens, CEO of Fairphone, a smartphone manufacturer that is piloting batteries
with a QR code smart label in this project, welcomed the announcement. “Aside from
the environmental and cost benefits of recycling, safe collection of LIBs will reduce the
growing occurrence of fires and environmental damage caused by disposal through
household and business garbage. Our goal is to help people understand how their
purchasing preferences and behavior impact the supply chains for electronics and
batteries. This knowledge will further grow the demand for sustainable products and
materials.”
Leo Raudys, CEO & President of Call2Recycle, the battery stewardship and recycling
partner with an established network of collection boxes in retailers throughout North
America, added: “We all have surplus batteries that lie forgotten in the back of drawers,
closets, toolboxes and garages. Yet, we never think about recycling them. That needs
to change. With this new app, consumers will be contributing to the circular economy –
allowing materials from batteries to be recovered and reused in the manufacturing of
new products – while also minimizing their environmental impact. This prize provides
the various methods and new incentives to recycle their batteries.”
Everledger Founder and CEO Leanne Kemp commented: “The strength of this solution
is the deep partnership between all links in the recycling chain, from government to end
consumer. That’s the key to driving more sustainability in the electronics value chain,
moving it from natural mining to what I call ‘urban mining’ – making sure all our existing
appliances will be reutilised and power the next generation of gadgets, sustainably and
economically.”
--
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ABOUT EVERLEDGER:
Founded in 2015, Everledger is an independent technology company helping
businesses surface and converge asset information, using a symphony of secure
technologies, including blockchain, artificial intelligence, intelligent labelling and Internet
of Things. Our purpose is to contribute greater clarity and confidence in marketplaces
where transparency matters most.
Everledger is committed to helping every link in the industry value chain to achieve a
positive environmental impact from traceability. Our technology brings increased
transparency to supply chains, benefiting stakeholders who adopt sustainable practices,
while bringing visibility to their end consumers.
We digitally streamline our clients’ compliance processes, to help them demonstrate the
lifetime story of an asset with greater efficiency and accuracy. As technology partners,
we also support in powering resilience and sustainability. With information out in the
open, we believe the value of many industries – from diamonds, to fine wines, to
e-recycling – will be shared by all stakeholders throughout the value chain.
Everledger is certified with the ISO 27001 standard by the British Assessment Bureau, a
testament to our robust, ongoing and systematic approach to information security.
Everledger has been awarded a Technology Pioneer by the World Economic Forum in
2018.
For more information, visit: www.everledger.io
MEDIA RESOURCES:
Everledger spokesperson headshot and bio:
https://www.everledger.io/press/press-resources/
MEDIA ENQUIRIES:
International:
Tristan Earl
everledger@rlyl.com
+44 20 7403 8878
China:
Joyce Wang
+86 (21) 5353-7229
Joyce@Inmatt.com
About the Lithium-Ion Battery Recycling Prize
The Department of Energy’s Lithium-Ion Battery Recycling Prize focuses on identifying
innovative solutions for collecting, sorting, storing, and transporting spent and discarded
lithium-ion batteries — from electric vehicle (EV), consumer electronics, industrial, and
stationary applications — for eventual recycling and materials recovery.
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The $5.5-million phased prize competition is designed to incentivize American
entrepreneurs to develop and demonstrate processes that, when scaled, have the
potential to profitably capture 90% of all discarded or spent lithium-based batteries in
the United States for eventual recovery of key materials for re-introduction into the U.S.
supply chain.

ABOUT HP
HP Inc. creates technology that makes life better for everyone, everywhere. Through
our product and service portfolio of personal systems, printers and 3D printing solutions,
we engineer experiences that amaze. More information about HP Inc. is available at
http://www.hp.com.
ABOUT FAIRPHONE
Fairphone is building a market for ethical phones and motivating the industry to act
more responsibly. We design, produce and sell smartphones to uncover the supply
chain behind our products, raise awareness for the most urgent issues, and prove that
it’s possible to do things differently. Together with our partners and collaborators, we’re
working to make caring for people and the planet a natural part of doing business.

ABOUT CALL2RECYCLE
Call2Recycle® is the country's leading consumer battery recycling and stewardship
program. Thousands of partners, including retailers and government municipalities,
work with Call2Recycle to manage their battery recycling efforts.
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